Automotive & Motorized Vehicles
Leaders in Automotive & Motorized Vehicle Defense Litigation
For more than thirty years, the attorneys at Conroy Simberg have successfully represented clients in all types of automotive and
motorized vehicle claims. Our lawyers understand the industry and work to create defense strategies and solutions aimed at
resolving our clients’ cases as quickly and efficiently as possible. We have handled cases involving automobiles, motorcycles,
boats, personal watercraft and all-terrain vehicles. We also defend against complex liability cases arising in the trucking and
transportation industry.
Conroy Simberg is one of the largest insurance defense law firms in the southeast, and we are proud to be recognized as a
leader in the field of automotive and motorized vehicle defense litigation. Our firm handles motor vehicle liability cases of all
kinds, including:

Automobile and motorized vehicle accidents
Products liability, including defective parts
Negligent services and repairs
Premises liability
Property damage

Innovative Strategies and Solutions
Our legal team continues to experience great success developing innovative techniques to resolve motorized vehicle claims
early in the process. Whether we are representing an insurance company, a self-insured business, dealership, service
establishment or retail automotive store, our lawyers take the time to understand and analyze the needs of our clients.
We identify the rights and obligations of the parties to the insurance contract and carefully examine all issues surrounding our
clients’ insurance matters. Our legal professionals work with clients to fully investigate the dispute and create strategies and
solutions designed to best meet their legal, financial and business objectives.
Settling claims and establishing a successful defense requires an extensive understanding of how the industry operates. Our
attorneys are seasoned professionals with decades of experience representing members of the motorized vehicle industry. We
are at the forefront of legal issues affecting the industry and keep apprised of new and emerging trends, laws and regulations.

Collaborating Across Diverse Practice Groups and Office Locations
The attorneys in our automotive and motorized vehicle group work closely with lawyers across our firm’s diverse practice
groups to evaluate cases and develop the best approach to handle claims. We regularly collaborate across our firm’s 11 offices
to review cases, share resources and identify the most qualified medical, engineering and accident reconstruction experts to
analyze and investigate cases.
At Conroy Simberg, our lawyers understand that legal claims not only impact our clients’ finances and operations, but they can
also harm their business and professional reputation. Our strategies are designed to identify and present the best legal
defenses for members of the automotive and motorized vehicle industry. Each member of our legal team is committed to
minimizing the costs, business interruptions and damages associated with liability cases, while producing the most
advantageous results for these industry clients.

